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Level 3 Biology 2019

Standards 91603  91605  91606

Part A: Commentary 
Candidates who had a clear understanding of concepts through use of
definitions and descriptions were able to achieve the standard.

Candidates who referred to the stem, as well as addressing the bullet points of
the question, were able to achieve highly in this examination.

When asked to refer to data, candidates needed to clearly show what they were
referring to, not simply say ‘by looking at the data, here is my answer.’

Candidates should be able to answer each aspect of the three papers in the
time available. However, many wrote long answers not directly linked to the
questions, which limited their ability to complete all questions.

91603: Demonstrate understanding of the responses of plants and animals
to their external environment ▾

91605: Demonstrate understanding of evolutionary processes leading to
speciation ▾

91606:  Demonstrate understanding of trends in human evolution ▾
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Part B: Report on Standards 

91603: Demonstrate understanding of the
responses of plants and animals to their
external environment
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

used the scenario/data provided in their descriptions

used correct terminology appropriately

described at least some key elements from each question

made an attempt to describe key adaptive advantages using the scenarios
provided.

Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

completed only minor parts of questions or missed questions completely

lacked a breadth of knowledge across the standard

were unable to identify the processes correctly

could not interpret the graphs.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

explained, in depth, why the behaviour or response provided an adaptive
advantage for the organisms in the scenario

went beyond basic descriptions and gave reasons how or why the
behaviours or responses happened

explained the survival advantage of isolated costs & benefits

explained some of the data provided in an effective manner.
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Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

focused on the question in addition than the bullet points, and were clearly
familiar with the nature of the Achievement Standard

made accurate reference to the resource material and integrated it into their
discussions

discussed the significance of the various processes in terms of selective
advantage, but also understood the mechanisms of the processes. For
example, in the migration question, the fact that survival and reproductive
success must be increased was well integrated into the answer.

Standard specific comments

Although many candidates could correctly explain the geotropism mechanism,
they routinely confused the parasitism, chemotaxis/tropism.

Many could only state information without full descriptions, e.g. when identifying
navigation methods.

Many candidates could not explain the concept of a pair bond, confusing this
concept with courtship/breeding, and lacked detailed explanations of the
advantages and disadvantages to the chick and/or parents.

The concept of a territory was poorly understood and commonly incorrectly
linked to interspecific interactions.

Candidates who achieved well could explain the how or why of the selective
advantages and costs/benefits.  They did not just state that this “increases
survival” as an explanation.

 

91605: Demonstrate understanding of
evolutionary processes leading to
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speciation
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

provided correct descriptions using key biological terminology with correct
examples

identified trends given in biological data provided

described speciation processes at a basic level, including co-evolution,
convergent evolution, natural selection, divergent evolution, adaptive
radiation

struggled to link to the resource material.

Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

confused sympatric and allopatric speciation

provided vague or incomplete definitions (e.g. homologous structures are
the same/analogous are different)

did not connect answer to information provided in the question.

were unable to interpret the resource material

used terminology incorrectly, discussing leaves rather than flowers, different
species separated rather than populations separated.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

explained speciation processes with detailed reference to New Zealand
context

explained links between RIMs and speciation

outlined the processes involved in natural selection for given examples

explained selection pressures and link to the resources in the questions

recognised the tūī as a pollinator as a selection pressure

recognised the flaxes are related and examples of homologous structures &
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divergence, and most of the flowers were analogous examples

understood natural selection acted differently in isolated populations and
differences accumulate.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

linked connected biological ideas as part of a comprehensive, detailed
answer that used the context provided

analysed connections between genetic drift, natural selection, RIM and
speciation

compared and contrasted co-evolution and convergent evolution.

Standard specific comments

Many students struggled with the genetic drift concept. Many wanted to discuss
migration.

A large proportion of candidates need to provide clearer definitions.

 

91606:  Demonstrate understanding of
trends in human evolution
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

used the question bullet points as a checklist for their answers

described the biological terminology accurately in all or most questions

identified and described changes in skeletal features from quadrupedalism
to bipedalism

provide accurate definitions of cultural evolution, biological evolution and
described the Out of Africa theory of human dispersal
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linked a tool culture to a specific hominin and/or time period

described a feature of mtDNA/nuclear DNA in reference human dispersal
out of Africa

named the Broca’s & Wernicke’s area of the brain linked to function.

Candidates whose work was assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

were unable to complete all questions

submitted answers that did not relate to the question

repeated the information in the question and/or resource without adding any
further background knowledge

were unable to provide accurate definitions (for this level) of biological
terminology

were unable to describe trends/changes in the given skeletal features

could not link a tool culture to a named hominin and/or time period

misinterpreted the term endocranial

lacked knowledge of mtDNA in reference to human evolution

used previous years’ exam assessment schedules and tried to write them
as answers to the questions even though questions were different.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

answered all questions by completing most of the bullet points

provided a logical sequence to their answers

directed their explanations to the question rather than listing all the facts
they could recall on the topic in general

explained in-depth the changes in skeletal features which led to bipedalism
in early hominins

explained in-depth how changes in Paleolithic tool cultures led to an
increase in life span in our hominin ancestors
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offered a sound explanation of how mtDNA is used as scientific evidence to
support the Out of Africa theory of human dispersal

explained in-depth how changes in brain morphology may have aided early
hominins to migrate out of Africa to Europe/Asia.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

referred to the stem of the question with well-chosen points of discussion in
concise writing (with no “brain dumping”), and a comprehensive knowledge
and understanding of the concepts in all questions

discussed how a named (correct) selection pressure in Africa may have
influenced the evolution of the skeletal features to allow bipedalism to occur
and/or could relate it to survival/reproductive success

were able to comprehensively discuss multiple changes in one skeletal
feature which led to bipedalism

linked changes in named tool and/or clothing manufacture cultures through
the Paleolithic period and the advantages to the specific species
(hunting/gathering, improved diet, improved clothing, survive cold/move to
new areas) which led to increased lifespan/reproductive success

provided links between the OOA theory and what the different types of
Homo luzonensis DNA could show (if available) to adjust the common
understanding of this theory (in terms of migration and when/how this could
have happened prior to Homo erectus)

discussed clear and concise knowledge of how mtDNA is used differently
from nuclear DNA in terms of mutation rates, type of mutations and
identifying the correct DNA for finding a common ancestor and the other for
identifying commonality in genes/proteins and traits.

comprehensively discussed how changes in the endocranial features of the
brain may have led to the improved ability to successfully migrate out of
Africa following coastal routes etc.

Standard specific comments
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Many candidates provided a significant amount of written material which was
either irrelevant to the question and/or memorised previous assessment
schedules which did not link to this year’s examination questions.
Candidates are required to provide accurate and detailed information when
describing key terms (across all questions) at this level.

Candidates are encouraged to provide detail in their statements; for example,
not just a ‘changing environment’ but a ‘gradual change from dense forest to
savannah-like conditions’.

Candidates should be able to link specific Paleolithic tool cultures to the
hominins and their lifestyle of this time period.

For many candidates the term endocranial was misinterpreted as relating to
changes in general skull features and not specifically changes in brain structure.

A clearer understanding is needed of the differences between mtDNA and
nuclear DNA and how this can be used to gather evidence in the understanding
of hominin dispersal out of Africa 
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